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~,bsttact. The paper present;!; a high-level Petri net model c4 concurrent systems called plre- 
dictlte/tran~~rion-nets (PrT-nots). Its places represent variablp properties oiy or relations between, 
:,ldividuals; *hey are ‘predicate:’ with varial 4e extension. The transitions eepresent ciasses of 
elementary changes of those extensions. The model is introduced on the basis of a simple e.xample 
from resource management. The central part oi’ the paper is devoted to l:near-algebraic techniques 
for verifying invariant assertions, yielding a calr:ulus of S-invariants fl)r FrT-nets. Finally, these 
modelling and analysis techniques arcs npplied to a scheme for organizing! adistributed data ‘base 
taken from literature. 
1. Introduction 
When Petri first introduced ‘his’ nets of places (“Stelien”) and transiticlns (“Tran- 
sitioaen”) in [I’?], they served as a vchicie for developing anon- idealkin&\ approach 
to concurrency and information flow, in organizational systems. Later the possibility 
of using tflese nets, by then called Petri nets, in practical systems design was 
beautifully demonstrated by Hoit ert al. [$I, Shapiro and Saint [2’7] and Patii [16]. 
EnccPuraged bythis and the inspired writings of Holt and Commoner [9] a number 
of attempts were made to plrc Petri nets to the sarne kind of use, but in more 
ambitious ettings. Here, the user of Petri nets was quickly and rudely brought up to 
face the fact that he was being forced to deal with rather !arrre systems at an 
unacceptable l vel of detail. At this point, a number of people became disillusioned 
with Petri nets and promptly dropped the idea elf considering them any further. 
Others persevered and developed some very useful extensions and derivations of the 
original model to fit 11~ ‘%r sDecific needs. (A typical example is the evaluation et _ 
modzl developed1 byNoe’ and Nutt [IS].) 
ecognizing well in time that a variety of net based models are needed in practice 
Petri proposed in. [19] to interconnect the various models that may arise by means of 
meaning preserving transformations of ‘iriscribed nets9. The underlying idea of his 
proposal is rather simple: On any given conceptual level, the sf 
decomposition i to components) is represented by a simple 
(dkected) net - a natural generalization of the notion ‘dire 
elled systems (function, purpose, behavio.3 
graphical devices. Their semantics are deduced, by means of completion and 
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abstraction, from an axiomatically defined basic interpretation of nets, the co&i- 
tionlevent-system model [20]. 
Petri [21,22!] ::alled this “programme’ General Net Theory (G.N.T.) in 
origip, in tile ‘I;pecial” net theory of the token game played in place/transition-nets 
(cf. [21:). ‘Within this programme, for example, two classes of system mvariants were 
disclosed through the vehicle of completion, the enlogic structure an 
structure of systems [203. By means of abstraction, e.g., the existent 
forms of Information pow in systems, called flux and infhence, cauld be shown 
[lg, 211. The purely mathematical aspects of the prtdgramme are treated within the 
category 0f nel morph%ns 1191. 
In this paper we present as a new result of G.N.T. a transition net model ,with 
rather sophisticated inscriptions whose semantics are derived from ‘ordinary’ Petri 
nets, in a strictly formal way, through an equivalence transformation of inscribed 
nets. This model combines and completes a great deal of existing material: the net 
representation of first-order predicate logic deriveld from the enlogic structure by 
Genrich and Threler-Mevissen 16,281; the transition nets with coloured tokens 
introduced by Jactrnbach and investigated by Schiffers and ‘Wedde [24,25]; and the 
transition nets with complex conditions ar?d transmissions used by Shapiro [216]. A 
similar but independent attempt was made by Nieters in [14]; his TL-nets may now 
be viewed as a rather complicated special case of our model. At a very early stage, 
Jensen learned of our work and developed it further in a very interesting way [ l.O]. It 
should be worthwhile to compare his approach with ours in a future >aper. 
Our model which we shall call yredicate;transition-nets(PrT-wts) adds to the 
modelling power and complexity of Petri nets a new dimension, namely the formal 
treatment of iiitdividuals and their changingproperties and relation,!,. We shall sele that 
this sttp is olmparable - qtrantitatively and qualitatively-to that of going from 
propositional logic to first-order predi&e logic. 
Assuming 6:ome familiarity with Petri nets, we introduce in the next section the 
model on the basis of a simple example taker1 from the realm of resource manage- 
ment. The central part of the paper is devoted to the task of transferring tne calculus 
of S-invariants, a powerful linear-algebraic technique for verifying invariant asser- 
tions known ?rom [ll, l?lr to the new model. Finally, in Section 4, we apply the 
apparatus deifeloped so far, to the analysis and verification of a scheme for organizirdg 
a distributed ;database taken from literature [2, 1311. 
This paper is .J. greatly rer&ed version of a w ,aper i;i] presented at the Evian 
Conference o,n Semantics of concurrent Computation wh.ich was also included into 
the course I 1 of the Adrranced Course on General Net Theory of Processes and 
Systems he burg in October 1979 [S]. 
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A triple Iv = (S, T; F) is called a (directed) net iff 
For a given net lV = (S, T; F) we call 
(5) X := S u T the set of (S- or T-) elements of N, and 
(6) F the flow relation containing the arcs of IV; 
For an element x E X, 
(7) Ed := (yi (y, x) E F} and x e := {y 1 (x, y) E F} are called the preset and postsct 
of x, respectively. 
In Fig: 1, we see the graphical representation c-f a net. The S-elements are 
represented by circles (3, the T-elements by boxes Cl, and an arc (x, y) E F is 
: epresented by an arrow leading from the image of x to the image of y. 
Additionally, the net shown in Fig. 1 is inscribed in two ways. FiJiat, the S- and 
T-elements are labelled by certain identifiers which will allow us to talk about the net 
and its properties. Second, some of the S-elements are marked by a “tokeel’. Thus the 
circles serve as places for tokens $hich allow us to play the ‘token game’ on the net 
and to simulate the behaviour of tile simple system which we associate with Fig. 1. 
TQ this end, we interpret the pl:ices as elementary conditions of the system, i.e. 
atomic propositions about the system with a changing truth value. In a given case, the 
presence or absence of a token on a place represent he holding or non-holding of the 
corresponding condition, respectively. 
The boxes represent elementary changes, called transitions, in the holding and 
non-holding of conditions. For ,a given transition x, we call the elements of its preset 
x and its postset x the precorzditions and postconditions of J:, respectively, A 
transition has a chance to occur (to “fire’) in a given (case if all irs preconditions hold 
(carry a token) and all its postconditions do not. By an occurrence of a transition, all 
its preconditions cease to hold n;~d all its postconditions begin to hold. Systems which 
are modelled in this way will oe called CE-systems (systems of coudLIons and 
events). 
In the case shown in Fig. 1, two transitions, If and lr, may occur, and they may 
occur concurrently since they are completely separated; tl ey have no pre- or 
Fig. 1. 
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postconditions in common. If both If and lr occur,, the result is a new marking, in 
which r, and R carry a token. In this case, both 21 and 2r may singly occur; they 
are, however, in co@icr: one transition looses the chance to occur by an occurrence 
of the respective other. Assuming that 21 occurs, 31 is the only transition which may 
occur next returning the token to the place R. Now 41 and 2r may ocG-dr concurrently. 
Continuing this simulation of the processes which are supported b the system and 
exhausting all possibilities, we shall see that all transitions will get a chance to occur, 
with one exception: the transition ll3 is ‘dead’, i.e. it has no chance to occur at all. 
We call those t:ansitions which ge,t a chance to occur evestfs; the dead transitions 
we call fucts* Facts are conceivabk but factually impossible cbasges of the system. 
They play as an important role in &e specification of systems as events: They 
represent ;nvariant assertions about systems. In our example, IB represents ‘the fact’ 
that -i(UI A Li) is an inc zrian~ assertion expressing the mutual exclusion of condi- 
tions U1 and 0. 
Eznts and facts arle two classes of the enlogic structure of CE-systems which 
classifies all cc~lnceivable changes [203. As in our example, we phail use the symbol II7 
from now on fi.>r facts in general. In order to emphasize the impI>rtant role of facts in 
$he theory of CE-systems (systems of conditions and events), WC state without proof 
the following 
2.1. Every dead rmtsition of a CE-system represents an invariant (pro- 
positiona!) assertion built frwn conditions; and every such invariam al:Bertion can be 
represenred by a set of dead t4ransitic.m F [20]. 
We ha.*se seen that we can interpret Fig. 1 as the net representati\?n 0: 2 Iittle system 
into which two sequential componenta are imbedded in such a wav that they never 
can be in !k%eir espective ‘critical’ phases at the same time. The place R may be 
viewed as relbresenting the availability of a resource which is needed by both 
components but can only ble used exclusively. 
In Fig. 2, w: see the same net as in Fig. 1 but wirh slighly different inscriptions. 
First, the plal:es can carry more than one token. Thus they can no longer be 
interpreted as conditions which eitber hold or don’t ,I ather they may be considered 
as non-negative integer quantities, the number of tokens expressing their 
current value. Second, arcs may be labelled by a positive integer expressing the-r 
mubtip~ici~~. 
This inscribed net is a simple example of a Petri net or, as we call it more precisely, 
a place/transi!ion-net (PT-net). It differs from the CE-system model in that the 
places may carry more than one token, and that a transition may remove or add more 
than Qne tokc.:l from or to the places, according to the multiplicity of the respective 
in- and outgoing arcs. qmcitks to the places, i.e. 
by transition occurre 
e weak ~~a~sitio~ rule. ( 
e initial marking, 
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there is no danger of exceeding these capacities: The system is safe with respect to 
the capacities. 
As one might have guessed already, Fig. 2 represents a simple veraion of the 
so-called reader/writer system. There are five components (‘readers’) which may 
share the resource, and one component (‘writer’) which can use the resource onlv 
exclusivaly. The three tokens on R indicate that up to three components may use the 
resource at the same time. 
Again the main specification, lthe essential restriction to the unto-ordinated 
behaviour of the two components, is expressed by the single dead transition IB. ,I we 
do rot trust in simulation for verifyang that this specification is met, we can use the 
method of §-invariants in order to prove it. 
This method profits from the iincar-algebraic version of the token game based 
upon the incidence matrix of (loop free) Petri nets. Briefly, the incidence matrix of if 
Petri net is a matrix with rows for each place and columns for each tra.nsition. The 
entry for row s and column t is n if there is an arc from t to s with multiplicity n, and it 
is -n if there is an arc from s to t;, otherwise the entry is zero. 
In Fig. 3 we see the incidence matrix of the net shown in Fig. 2 (zicroes being 
omitted) together with the vector representation of the initial marking (MO), and a 
vector i which has the following property: The linear combination of the rows of the 
incidence matrix using the corresponding entries of i as coeflicients is the zero row. It 
is now easy to prove that for an arbitrary marking A4 which can be derived from MO 
by means of occurrences of transitilons, the inner product of A4 with i equals the inner 
1W zw 3w 4w 1.r 2r 3r 4r MO i 
-- 
Mw -1 1 i 
ww 1 -1 
UW 1 -1 3 
Dw 1 -1 
- 
R -3 3 -1 1 3 1 
Fig. 3. 
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product of MO with i: 
or example, (:I) becomes 
(‘i) 
M(W) + 1 tS M(Ur) = 5. 
Taking (1) for granted (we shall return to it in the next section) it follows immediately 
that it is impossible to have a token both on Uw and IVY if we observe the rules of the 
game. 
The way in which we have represented the reader/writer system by means of a 
place/trarrs;tion-net does not allow to identify the individual readers. It is only 
possible to determine the number of readers which ace in a specific phase in a given 
case, In order to retain the identity of the readers, we have to ‘unfcJd’ xhe reader part 
of Fig. 2 as shown, in a schematic form, in Fig. 4. 
Ur 
Fig. 4. 
We are rrow going to show a technique for maintaining the iidentity of components 
even in al highllr condensed representation. As an example, WB take from [26] a slight 
generalization of our last example such that all comlponents how exactly the same 
behaviour. We sonsider a community C of users of a single resource that may be useJ 
in either of Itwo modes, ‘exclusive’ or ‘shared’. Again there is, independently of the 
number of u.sers, an upper limit iV of concurrent shared usages. 
In Fig. 5 we see 3 net representation of this system for a community C’ = {a, b, c) 
and Ed = 2. The: two different modes are denoted by the two identifiers s (shared) and 
e (exclusive) forming the set M = {s, e],. The system is modelled in terms of four 
predicates ; IV, U, and D, and an irbteger huantity R: 
H(.u) e user u has nothing to do with the resource; 
ants to use +he resource 
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The predicates X, W, U, and D are schemes of conditions, i.e. of atomic propositions 
with chs lrging truth values. Thus their extensions, the sets of (tuples of) individuals 
they map onto ‘holding’, may change. Instead of marking a place with simple takens, 
we now 7nark the predicates with their current extension. In the generalization from 
conditiotis to integer quantities these extensions may contain the same tuplc more 
than once; they are no longer sets but formal sums (‘multisets’) of tuples of 
individuals. In order to include ordinary places as a special case, we treat them as 
zero-place predicates and denote the ‘zero-tuple’ by ,e. 
Not only the ‘places’ of Fig. 5 represent schemes of places, the ‘transitions* of Fig. 5 
represent schemes of transitions, too. The arcs are labelled by (formal sums of) tuples 
of individual variables. An instance of a single transition in Fig. 5 is generated by 
consistent substitution: all variables at this transition are replaced by individual 
symbols, and all occurrences of the same variable are replaced by the same symbol. 
However, only those instances of the transition belong to the system which satisfy the 
logical formula inscribed to the transition (no inscription means no restriction). In 
Fig. 6 we show the result of applying this rule to transitions 1 lznd 2s of Frg. 5. 
The complete expansion of Fig. 5 into an ordinary place/transition-net represent- 
ing the same system is shown in Fig. 7. Its size demonstrates rather drastically the 
advantage of the representation used in Fig. 5 (try to imagine how Fig. 7 would look 
like for ten or a hundred users). 
In order not to ove-4ur4e~ Fig. 5, we have not represented the restriction] meant 
by the terms ‘shared l and ‘excltrsive use’. This is shown in Fie. 8 senarately. 
y the graphical sy ..lbol IB we denote again a de :i transdtior? or no 
precisely, a scl eme of dead transitions. Tlien the diagram in Fig. 8 reads 
s two pairs one of 
one user is using the resoucce in mode ‘exclusi 
no other user using the resource at all. 
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Gig. 6. 
W R 
Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8. 
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The inscribed nets shown in Fig. 5 :\nd Fig. g are examples of the net model which 
we shall call, from now on, predicate/transition-nets (PrT-sets). We have Sean how 
the size of a net model of a sg. =+s~n can be considerably reduced by using these 
etri nets’. That the increase in modelling power ie indeed comparable to 
th .it when going from propositional logic to first-order logic, has been &own in [6] 
from where we get the following 
Every formula of first-order predicate logic can be equivalently 
represented by u set of dead transitions of a PrT-net with all pluces having t!ze capacity 
one (no thple can appear more than once on any given place). 
Before we enter into the more formal presentation of the PrT-net mode!, we will 
show one more possibility for compressing the net in Fig. 5, within our technique. 
The two transition 2s and 2e are connected to the same predicates in the same way. 
They only differ with respect o the inscriptions assigned to them and to the adjacent 
arcs. The same applies to transitions 3s and 3e. We now allow to denote arc labels by 
expressions, like conditional expressions or functional terms. (It is this device Jensen 
[lo] has based his technique upon.) Then, with 
lg, m = s, Fo:={2r mze 
, 
the diagram of Fig. 5 can be equivalently transformed as shown in Fig. 9. 
1 4 
Fig. 9. 
We will now summarize and formalize the result of our introduction of a new, 
higher-level Pet:.ti net model in the following 
tuents: 
. A predicate/transition-net (ET-net) consists of the following cam&- 
directed net (S, T; F) where 
e set of predicates (‘first-or 
- T is the set of (schemes of) transitions Cl. 
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(2) A structure C consisting of son c sorts of individuals together with some 
operations nd relations. 
(3) A lab&ing of all arcs with (an expression denoting) aformal SWTI of tuples of 
variables, whose length II is the ‘arity’ of the predicate connected to the arc. The 
zero-tuple indicating a no-argument predicate (an ordinary place) is denoted by the 
special symbol &. For examples ee Fig. 10(a). 
Fig. 10(a). 
(4) An inscription ore some transitions being a logical formula bslilt from the 
operations and relations of the structure c; variable:; occurring free in a formula have 
to occur at an adjacent arc. 
l[f a formula at a box has the form u = t A * l a, where 0 is s varkble and t a term, al1 
occurrences of D at the transition may be repked by copies of ,f For examples ee 
Fit:. X(b). 
Fig. 10(b). 
(5) A marking MO of predicates of S with frlrmal sums of sz-tup”cs of individual 
symbols. (We call these tuples just items). Fclr examples see Fig. 10(c). 
Fig. 10(c) 
(6) A function K which assigns to the predicates am upper bound for the number 
of copies of the same item which it may carry. K(s) may be called the capacity of s. 
(Ignoring capacitie e con be expressed by infinite capacities.) 
(7) The transition rule ‘*’ for predicate/transition-nets: Each element of T 
represents a class ofF possible indivisible changes of the markiqgs of the adjacent 
predicates. Such a change ccnsists of removing [0--+cl) an ng (lIl-+O) copies of 
items from/to plai es according to the expressions label1 arcs. It may occur 
enever, for an assignment of individuals to the variables which satisfies the 
respective copks of items. 
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Fig. 1 O(d). 
shown on the left side. Due to conflict, however, at most one will occur. For the 
assignment (x, y, z) + (a, b, c) the resulting marking ih shown on the right side. 
We shall see that formal sums in items play the Sam2 role in OUT model as integers 
play in ordinary Petri nets. In fact, the transfer of the linear-algebraic techniques, for 
Petri nets to predicate/transition-nets is based exactly upon this generalization ofthe 
integers. Therefore *we introduce here a minimum of notation needed in the next 
sections. The formal apparatus i that of polynomial rirrgs over commutative rings; it 
can be found in any book on algebra, e.g. [73. For the purpose of this paper, 
multilinear forms, i.e. formal sums of products of different items,, will suffice. In the 
further development of the linear theory of PrT-nets, however, polynomials 51 
general will be needed. 
(1) An integer polynomial in n variables p = p(ul, . . . , TV, ) is a sum 
C&...k, @ v:t . l * l e v:fqk,rO,. . . , k, ~0 where each P&~...~,, is an integer called 
the coeficierzt of the product vfl 
&, 
.‘“(lil) , 
(2) In our case, the variables are the items, i.e. tuples of individual names. The 
empty items is the unit element of the ring (the 0th power of any itcm). The integers 
are identified with polynomials of degree 0 (in I only). 
(3) Fortwopolynomialsp=p(v~,...,Unjandq=q(vl,...,v,,)wewi’itcp~4iiff 
Pk,-k, g qkl...k, for dl itl, . . a , k, 2 0. 
(4) For a polynomial p = p ( ul, . . . , v,) we denote by IpI the (unit) vcrlue {sum of 
coefficients) ~(1, . . . , 1). 
(5) For a vector (matrix) of polynomials, its value is defined as the vector (matrix) 
of the values of its elements. If C and D are matrices of polynomi&, then 
(C e 01 = iC’( 0 101. In the same way, if x and y are vectors in polynomirills, then 
IX * y I= IX) * jyl for the inner product. 
(6) To a set of items we assign its characteristic polynomial by mc 
operator ?r : n(X) := C x 1 x f X. 
(7) The incidence matrix of a pure (F nF” =: 8) predicate/t~~s~tio~-rapt is a 
mapping C from S x T into integer polynomials uch that 
C(s, t) := i ’ 
0, otherwise. 
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Let C be the incidence matrix of a predicate:‘transition-net PN; the11 avector i of 
arc labels is called an S-invariant of the net PN if C” i = 0 where CT denotes the 
transpose of C (cf. l&11,12]. If i(p) # 0 for some plsce p, we call i(p) the weight of p 
in i, and i an S-invariant through p 
Tlhe unit value IC( of C is the incidence matrix of an ordinary Petri net IPN,, the 
(unirj Elaltie c~PP+T. Because of 
we see that the value of an S-invariant is an S-invar.iant of the value iof the net). 
In place,% snsition-nets we take advantage of !equations of the following kind: 
for an S-invariant i and all M E [MO] ([MO] denotes tlhe set of all rlszrkings derivable 
f.-om MO) which states that the inner product of an S-invariant with the elements of 
one marking class is an invariant quantity. The unknowns of (2) are the elements of M 
because i and MO consist of integer constants. The normal application of (2) is to 
assume values for some.elements of M and then to try to solve (2). “f (2) is not 
solvable, then we know for sure that no marking A.4 E [MO] exists for which the 
assumption holds. On the other hand, every solution of (2) shows that there exist 
markings for which the assumption is satisfied. Moreover, our know!;:dge about such 
markings has grown. 
The interpretation of (2) for PrT-nets Is more complicated. In order to interpret (2) 
we should first show by means of a simple but characteristic example (Fig. 11. j that 
like in place/transition-nets there exists a linei.; relationship between initial mark- 
ings and their follower markings: 
Let C be the incidence matrix of a PrT-net PN with1 the initial marking A&, and let 
] be a follawer marking of A&-,; then there exists a linear representation 
(3) 
z 
(a, e) + (ti, s) + (6, e) + (6, s) 
Fig. 11. 
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In i-ip. 3 1 T ~9: see a rT-net and in a table the incidence matrix C, an S-invariant i, 
and tale ?*ecr r resentation of the initial marking MO. The S-invariant 
i can easily e i! ked by showing that the, linear combination of the: rows, using the 
corre+mcli g ‘entries of 2 as coeliicienSs, is the zero row. It is obvious that the 
comrru:aI-lvi,y of the formal product is imperative. 
TheI,< a1.e iour individual symbols a, b, e, s which are partitioned into two sorts, 
(a, hi dzs&aated by the variable u, and {e, s} designated by the variable nl. X, Y, 2’ 
are binary ._T :dicates with variable extension. But note that the pairs belonging to 
these edssensions are of different sorts: the extensions of X and Z are of sort (u, m), 
the exter :o c: of Y are of sort (m, u). (In Fig. 11 and in all similar figures we have 
omitted zero-entries.) 
First of all, we want to show (3) and (2) for the simplest case that exactly one 
transition fires exactly once: transition 1 fires once and takes (a, a) from X and puts 
(e, a) on Y. The resulting marking is 
(a, d-t(b, e)+(h s) 
Ml= k a> . 
0 
The difference between tt.2 two markings is 
= Lc @ (33,,.., =:c @ K!(.=,) I* 
(m=e) (m=e) 
So we get (3) in the following form: 
c.f:=c@[(,~~(~=~)]=blM. 
(m=e) 
In this ‘linear’ representation, the multiplication of C by f means first to select 
column 1 of C and then to substitute w by symbol a and :w by e w’hich corresponds 
exactly to the single firing of transition 1 mentioned above. 
Next, we want to verify and interprete (2). We start wilth 
nothing else but accom 
in elementary products we complete partial bindings. 
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r example, in (m, u) (a, e> u and WL are partially bound by c1 and e, resp. The 
letion of this bindings yields (e, Q) o (a, e). So we finally hr::ve for (2) 
iT o AJM = b, eH(u, m) 
= -(e, a) e (a, e)+(a, ::! 3 !e, a) 
= 0, because the proc,uct I is commutative. 
What we nave found is, how to interprete (2) and (3) in the simplest case of one 
transi:tion firing once, and that this interpretation is :an obvious consequence of the 
transition rule. The extension of these observations for general firing sequences leads 
for 1,2) and (3) to linear combinations of the elementary case. 
Let transition 1 tie for (u, m) = (a, e), (a, s), (6, e) and transition :a for (m, u) = 
(e, a}, (s, a) and let the resulting marking be A& The difference is 
/--<up e)--(a, s>-(b, e)! 
h*M := M~-A4~= 
I 
(e, b) I . 
(a, e)+!a, s) / 
Now lez be 
en we have Adi4 = A&t + A&? + A&Z + A24M + A&i which represents a
partition of cfur firing sequence into single firings. This yields according to the above 
for (3): 
A2M=Cef,+C fz+C 0 f3+C 0 f4fC’B fs 
=:c.f. 
For (2) we find 
.T 
I A$& = iT A&4+ iT + “:= A25 
(e, a!-- (m, u) (a, s)-!-(u, m) P (s, a) 
(b, e)+(u, m) ilr, b)-(u, m) 9 (.:, a) 
{a, e) -(u, m) (s, a)-b(m, et) 
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By applying the rule of consistent substitution to every elementary product and the 
commutative law we get 
What we have achieved so far is an interpretation of (2) and (3) for PrT-nets. Rut, 
even more importantly, we have implicitely introduced a 6~akulx for S-invariunfs. 
This calculus consists of the following rnles: 
commutative, associative, distributive law (abreviated C, A, D) for the formal 
product o, and the rule of consistent substitution (SS for elementary products. 
In addition, we need the reverse of substitution (R) and a division iu6e (V) which we 
will introduce by means of the following example: F or the net of Fig. 1 P we use again 
MO as initial marking. We want to completely know a follower marking M tha,t is 
incompletely given by: 
A4(X) = 0, M(Y) = :A, b). 
If M is indeed a follower marking of MO, we may apply (2) (if not, apphring (2) leads 
to a contradiction!). 
Substitution, reverse substitution, and commutativity ic ad to 
Next, we use the distributive law: 
(m, u) 0 ((a, e)+(a, s)+(b, e)+(b, s)) ==& u) e ((b, s)+M(Z)). 
We can divide the equation by the factor (nz, u) according to the following rule ( VI: 
In an equation, all instances of a given sort can be replaced by their value. (Note: 
(u, m), (w, mj, (6, e) are instances of sort (u, m>, and I(u, m)l=l(a, ml=[(b, e) 
(a, e)+{a, s>+(b, e)+(b, s) =$, s)+MG). 
The result then is 
M(Z) =(a, e)+-(a, s>+(b, e). 
In ord,or to show a further important as e CXS 
of Fig. 12,. Again, we regard two different sorts, {a, 6) and (e, s} designated by ld an 
m, resp. (Fig. 12). 
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1 2 3 
X --u U 
Y km) ; -iu. m) 
.z (U, mn> -(U, m) 
- 
Fig. 12. 
By firing of transition 1 one item of sort u is taken from place m’ and one item of 
so&-t (u, m j is put on Y. For exampie, a is taken from X and either (6.. e) or (a, s) is pu 
O;I Y. The problem is that we cannot determine which one WA!~ be chosen by 
tr ansition 1. Moreover, after this pair has left 2 by firing transition 3 the system has 
‘forgotten’ which choice had been made by transition 1. We are used to express 
phen0mer.a like this in the following WI’;‘. ‘Aitl: respect of m (in (24, m}) transition 1 is 
a source and transition 3 is a sink of irtfnrr.tation, and the informat% itself is 
observable on i’ or 2 and not on X. In contrast to m, u designates asort the elements 
of which are permanently observable - ~-?ller as items on X or as first entries in pairs 
(u, m} on Y ani 2. This important differerl,:e between u and m is in t>ie S-invariant i 
represented by the fact that u appears in c .-entries and m does not. m does not 
‘cover’ i like u. The fourth entry of i - m with a warningfi.ag (!) - is to remind us that 
we have to treat m and the sort it designates very carefully when using i. 
To d,_ .nonstrate that, we use AJO as initial marking and try to complete a follower 
mar:‘.;ng Irf which is incompletely given by 
M(X) = M(Y) = 0, 
iT~M~=(u,m)~c!+u~(b,!e)=iT~M=u c+M(Z). 
(2, 
Because sort m does not cover i, the binding of m to symbol e i.n item (h, ej is only 
‘temporary’. This is indicated by the warning flag in the pair (b, !e) which now will be 
replaced by (b, m}: 
a + u e (b, m) ==& m) o a + b 
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The interpr,etation of this equation is 
%lr,10~, fi”rEZ  (e, : }: (-a = (4 4 + (6 m2>. 
This statement expresses the maximum of knowledge ablout M we can conclude from 
the above assumption:Note the different roles, the variables m, wml, and m2 play: nz 
serves as a sort designator, it is a kind of ‘reserved’ variable used in the calcullus; m 1, 
rrz~ are just quantifiable variables. 
There are more examples of S-invariants which are covered only by a subset of the 
sorts involved. It may even happen that all sorts have to be flagged (nevertheless uch 
‘pseudo’-invariants may be useful since they express invariant relations between 
values). The need for warning flags always arises from some non-determinism in 
transitions: If there is a transition such that an eicmentary change of the marking of 
one adjacent predicate does not determine uniquely the changes in all adjacent 
predicates, we must use caution. 
We now want to show how the calculus of S-invar:iants :an be used to verify 
invariant assertions about systems. We do this for several Q2eren.t levels of the 
representation of the same system, Starling with th;: highest, i.e. most abstract, for m 
we reduce the ‘arity’ of the predicates until all predicates are Q-ary, i.e. ordinary 
places (i.nteger quantities). 
We again use the simple resource management example introduced in the previous 
section, and begin with its most condensed representation shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 13 
the corresponding incidence matrix C, two S-invariants (i antd j)! and the vector 
representation of the initial marking MO are shown. 
1 2 ’ 3 i MO 
H -u a+h+c 
W (4 m) -b, m> . 
u (4 m> -46 4 F(m) 
D (4 m) 
R -F(m) F(m) b, m> 2r 
! 14 
Fig. 13. 
i is an S-invariant through H, vV, U, D, j is an S-invariant through U and R. We 
may regard the circuits through these places as the graphical representations of i and 
j. Since m does not, cover i, it has a warning flag. The reason wh;y m has no warning 
flag in j is not because m appears in all non-zero-entries, but because F is bijective 
and so no information abol:t m can get lost (the possible changes in A4 uniquely 
determine the value of m involved). 
We nova’ solve some little problems in completing follower markin 
e formalism w.r.t all the four nets representing the system. 
iT B = (4 m) )+u )fu ) -I- u 
=(u,m)e(a+G+c)=iTe 
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(1) Assumption : 
M#T) = M(U) = M(D) = 0. 
==--,u Q ((a, mj+h m)+k m>j, 
MfW; .=(a, m)+(b, m>+(c, m). 
IV! 
The intcrpretatl$an ilf rllis equation is 
3jrLl, mz9 m3E(e, s): M(‘W) =(a, m~)+(b, m~)+(c, m3) 
iT c Iv*’ = F(m) 0 M(U) + (u, m) 0 M(R) 
g/u, m) 0 2e = j’ B A& 
(A2) 
(2) Assumption : 
M(R) = 245 
so: 
F(m)e9N(Uj+(u,r )~21=(u,m).2& 
F(m) 69 M( 27) = (( u, m)-(u, m>j e 2k7. 
The two pairs on the right-hand side cannot be different because F(m) 0 M(U) 3 0. 
Consequently : M(U) = 0. 
The next representation of our little system (Fig. 14, 15) is different w.r.t. 
representing modes. In the previous model the fact that, for example, user a has 
Fig. 14. 
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chosen mode e is modek! by item (a, e) being on W, LJ, or 
by item a being on Ue, or De. So, we have no longer binary predicates. Ali 
predicates are unary with exceptian of .R which is 0-ary like in the previou!; odel. 
The users, still designated by U, are now moving along i without being transformed 
into entries of pairs. Accordingly, the errtries of i are 0 or 1. 
le %e 3e 4e 
N -u ld 
We u -u 
Ue U - U 
De u -u 
WS 
us 
Ds 
R -2ti 2t 
Is 2s 3s 4s i j MO 
-14 u 1 a+b+c 
1 
1 2t 
1 
U --u 1 
U -U 1 t 
U -U 1 
-P e u ’ 2r 
. . 
!u 
Fig. IS. 
Comparing both representations we see that the price for reducing the “arity’ of 
predicates i  a considerable increase of the size of the net. Let us naw compare the 
formalisms: 
iToM=M(H)+M(We)+M(Ue)+M(De)+M(Ws)+M(Us)+A+(Ds) 
=a+b+c=i=eMo. 
(2) 
(RI) 
(1) Assumption: M(H)+M(Ue)+M(Us)+M(De)+M(Ds)=O. 
So: M(We)+M(Ws)=a+b+c. 
jT o M = 2~ o h4(Ue) +,t a k?(Us) + u o M(R) gu a 2fl= jT e MO. 032) 
(2) Assumption : M(R) = 2e. 
So: 0<2fieM(Ue)+goM(Us)=(u-u)02fl. 
Because the left-hand side is non-negative both copies of u must represent the same 
user. Consequently: 
M(Ue)=M(Us)=O 
This example demonstrates what must not surprise us: not only the size of tbe net, 
but also thb complexity of the invariant assertions increases when the representation 
is refifted. The calculations, however, become simpler. Thus, the costs for sol~~in 
lems remain roughly the same. 
e may regard t e model of Fig. 14, IS as a refinement of the 
ation about modes is not re 
by the location of items of sort LI (elimination of m). 
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The ‘dual’ refinement is shown in Fig. 16, 17 (elimination of u). Without further 
explanations we shall start to solve the two problems for this model: 
u’E{lk, b, c}: i*s l&f= m @ M(Hu’) i-e e M( Wu’) +,d (IJwl 
ssuqtion : Vu’ E (a, b, c): M(f3.d) = M( Vu’) = M(Du’) = 0. 
u’~{a,b,c}:M(Wu’)=~~~m. 
Ho 
Hc 
Fig. 14. 
Ha 
Wa 
Ua 
Da 
Hb 
wb 
ub 
3b 
NC 
WC 
WC 
DC 
la 2tr 3a 4a 
--- 
--e f? 
m -m 
m -m 
m -m 
-F(m) F(m) 
lb 2b 3b 46 
-% e 
m -em 
m -m 
m -m 
-F(m) F(m) 
lc 2c ?c 4c 
-6 e 
m -m 
m -m 
m -m 
-F(m) F(m) 
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Interpretation : 3m;, m2, m3 E {e, s}: (Wa)=m~d!4~(Wbj=m~~ 
.T 
3 M(Ub)+F(m) o 
G2j 
(2) 
(2) Assumption : 
so: 
(M(Wa)+M(Ubj+M(Uc))=(m-mja2$, 
M(tJaj = (Ubj =M(Uc) = 0 because of IP’(rnjlg 1. 
Comparing this representation with the first one we observe again that the size of 
the net is !argel and thr: formal costs are nearly the same. The common refinement of 
the models of Fig. 14, 15 and Fig. 16, 17 is the net of Fig. 7 shown in the previous 
section. This net is a place/transition-net the size of which is considerably larger than 
the size of the net in Zig, 9. Even without he incidence matrix of Fig. 7 the ~lution of 
the two problems hould be easy to follow: 
Vu’ E (a, b, c}: iT o M =M(Hu’)+M(Wu’e)+M(Wu’s’)+M(Lk’e) 
+M(Uu’s)+M(Du’e)+M(Du’s) @I) 
’ (1) Assumption : Vu’ E {a, 6, c‘)Vm’ E {e, s}: M(Hu’) = h4( Uu’m’) = M (Du'm') = 
0. 
So: Vu’E{a, 6, c}: M( Wu’e)-t 
~T~M=2[M(LTae)+M(Ube)+M(Uce)] 
+[M(Uas)+M(Ubs)+M(UcsjJ 
=2=j=.j#& 
(2) 
mm 
(2) Assumption : M(R) = 2. 
So: Vu’E(a. b,c)Vm’E{e,s}:M(Uu’m’)=O. 
IIere we finish our play with the calculus of S-invariants on the several 1e:vels of
detail of system representation. I  the next section, we shall apply the mod”eiling and 
analytical apparatus presented so far to a more interesting problem: The verilication 
of a given scheme for organizing adistributeid ata base. 
e’s modification 
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In this example, each of n data base managers in responsible for one copy of the 
database. We assume that they are equally organized w.r.t. managing their copy (but 
nothing is assumed, for example, about their relative speeds). Furthermore, we 
assume that any two requests are in conflict with each other, i.e. only on2 data item or 
one resource is under consideration. ‘This restriction focusses on the most difficult 
part of modelling an organization scheme for duplicate data base systems. Treating 
the general case of several data items would be beyond the scope of this paper. 
In the PrT-net of Fig. 18 the dynamic behaviour of all the n database managers is 
represented. (For sake of comprehensibility, the diagram has been divided into 
several parts and several places appear more than once; ‘sideconditions’ are used to 
keep the net as saall as possible.) The net is the result of folding together pz 
isomorphic place/transition nets each representing one databace manager. 
Consequently, in Fig.. 18 we have to distinguish between the behav&r of different 
managers by means of the marking. The initial marking A& and its follower markings 
E [j&J by convention) are defined by means of two ?nite sets, U and N 
where the number of elements of W shall be n and N = (U x Uj - id. 
U is a set of individual symbols, the identifiers of the database managers. Every 
(.v, r) E N is a request initiated by s (sender) for communication with P (receiver); for 
any given s, N, := N n ((s} x U) contains all requests belonging to s. The initial 
marking MO is given by i%( ssive) := 7~( W) = c ul u E U, A&(HOME) := V(N) . 
c (1c, v) 1 u, u E U A u f t), all other places are unmarked. The transition i bl, b2, b3 
serve as representations of the users. When firing, bl puts s E U on place INTREQ. 
This describes that a user of database manager s wants to change (uniformly) all 
copies of the database. If this ‘inter4 request has been executed tir rejected, the 
user receives a corresponding message, namely the same s E W via DONE or 
REJECT, by firing b2 or b3, respectively. It is reasanable to attach capacities to the 
places INTREQ, REJECT, and DONE. whereby, for every s E W, the number of 
cqpies of s on the respective place is limited. So, for s E U, the capacities model the 
size of the user queues in database s. 
We will explain now very briefly how the model works. First we show that always 
(tinder every marking;) every manager is in some, state and every request is at some 
location: 
. Let A4 E [l&,-j; then 
) = A/lo(pibss.) = 7r( U). 
) +M(ACKd) = RI,(HQME) = q(N) 
I1 ( p) =- 0 for all other places p, 
2(q) = 0 for all ot 
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EXT 
REQ 
soakinq 
<s.r) c ) ACK+ r, 
UP0 
0 EXT 
REO 
Dasslve _I- -- 
ACKd ACK+ 
Ld b 
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To tracs an internal request for a manager k we start With the firing Clif transition 1. 
Ry doing so k goes from state passive to active and its rewests 66 9, Ci E U i f k), 
are put on EXTRE , which means that they are sent to all other manq;ers i, i Z k, as 
external requests. Then two possibilities are conceivable: 
(1) k gets a positive acknowledgement from all the other manag’xs. Then the 
corresponding marking M’ enables transition 2: k s 
‘(ACZ~ -c ). my firing of transition 2 rC goes from active to updating and for every 
i E (U -{kJ) the request (k, i) i.s again sent to i, but now as an update request; 
furthermore we assume that k performs the update in database k. In database i f k 
the corresponding update is performed by firing of transition 14, 4, 10 or 12, 
an manager i’s current sta.te. After all managers have prformed this 
requested by k, the requests (k, i), (i E U, i-Z k), are collected on place 
ACKd. So transition 13 is enabled and by its firing k changes bcrak to passive and the 
requests are put back to HOME. Moreover, one copy of k is lV’jt on DQNE as an 
acknowiedgement for the: user that ‘its’ update is performed it. ail copies of the 
clatabase. 
(2) In case one manag;r, say j # k, is unable or unwilling to perform k’s request as 
soon as possible, he sends a negative acknowledgement back to k: i e. it fires 
transition 5 for m = r = j putting (s, r) = (k, j) from EXTREQ to ACK-. Now for k 
on active transition 3 is Ienabled. By firing it k goes from active to soakin, and its user 
gets a negative acknowledgement in form of a copy of k on REJECT. In state soaking 
k collects ;111 requests on ACKb by firing transition 8 and/or transition 7 
(repeatedly). Then, by firing of transition 9, it goes back to passive and the requests 
(k, i), (i E U, i # k), are put back to their homeposition HOME. 
The rest of the model shall be described from the receivers point of view. In case a 
manager j is in state passive or soaking and receives an external raquest (k, j) on 
EXTREQ, it grants by tiring transition 15 or 11. In case j is in state active there is a 
conflict between j and I:. Firi:rg transition 5 means not granting k’s request by putting 
(k, j) on ACK- as a negative acknowledgement; firing transition 6 means 
abandoning its request in favour of k by changing to s,oaking, putting {k, j) on A 
and a copy of j on REJECT to inform tl,e user. If j is in state updating, it does not take 
notice of e ,’ ternal request (k, j> on EXTESQ until being back in state passive, In any 
state, however, j has to notice an update request (k, j) from k on UPD, to perform 
the update requested by I&, zt.:d to put (k, j) on ACKd as an update acknowledgement 
for k. 
e are now prepared to formulate stime results about the model, To start with, we 
state a result about a synchronization of a manager k and the requests (k, i), 
(i E U, i # PC), initiated by k: 
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efore we prove this, we .interpret it by dividing the places c4 111. u 12 into l:hree 
uest regions’: no re9uesl region (NR), external request region (E 
NR n 12 := {MO 
+, ACK-, ACKb}, 
}, UR n I2 := {UPD, ACKd}. 
(Here we have identified the S-invariants 11, I2 with1 the sets of places they pass 
through.) 
Proposition 4.2 then states that a manager k is in one of these request regions if, 
and only if, all its requests (k, a’), (i E tY, i # k), are in the same region. 
roof. The stated property holds for MC. (,trivial). It is preserved by transitions 1,2,9, 
and 13, which are the only changes from one region into another. 
For applying the organizaticnal scheme it is important to know whether it is 
deadlockfree and consistent. 
eorem 4.3 (liveness). Under any marking ME [MC,] there exists an et&led 
transition. 
roof. First let us mention that this statement is non-trivial in the tax of linite 
capacities for INTREQ (for every k E U). Because of Proposirion 4.1 every 
manager is always in one of four states. Let k be a given manager, and 
M E [A&]: 
(1) k c M(pwhe) =+ ar(N,J d M(HOME) because of Proposition 4.2. 
Notice now that there is for every s E U a positive capacity for INTREQ: 
k Q M(INTREQ) j traszsition 1 is enabled, 
k S MtINTREQ) + transit ian bl is enabled. 
(2) k C M(Wh’e) 3 n(Nk) 2~; Ad (EXTREQ) + jM(ACK+) + iW(ACK-) 
+M(ACKb) because of Propoaitilxr 4.2. 
(2.1) -13j: (k, j) c M(ACKb#) because putting (k, j) on ACKb is only 
possible for k 
(2.2) w(PJ,) sM’(A 
n(iVk) d M(ACK+) + transition 2 is enabled, 
) :=+ transition 3 is enabled. 
G M(ACK+) + M(ACK-) + M(ACKb) + M(EXTREQ) 
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(3.1) V?(.h, I 2-1 M(AG.b) + transition 9 is enabled, 
(3.2) 36. (k, ,, : 5 M(ACK+J +M(ACK-) + transition 7 or 8 is enabled. 
(3.31 Zl, : (Bc, j) s M(EXTk@) see (2.3) above. 
(UPD) + M(ACKd). 
) =+ transition 13 is enabled, 
(U@D) =$one of the transitions 14,4, 10, 12 is enabled 
for ; (because of Proposition 4.1 applied to j). 
Consis?, I~,.., means for the model under consideration that after every complete 
update the M, conies of the database are identical, Under the asszq%ion that the 
model is ::rpne;st<~~t for the initial marking MO, the next theorem guarzatees consis- 
tency: 
(consistency). For any M E [A&] and K E U: 
), (iE W, i# k) 
zoof. Let k aM( ) and (i, k) <M(EXTREQ); then !i, .“c) cannot leave 
EXTREQ for ACK+ be use transition 6 is not enabled. So tt is impossible to bring 
both k amd i to place u 
As a conseqluerrce of Theorem 4.4 transition 12 turns out to be usrless for the 
model in its present form. Transition 12 would, however, be necessary II: the model 
would be refined by adding further resources, thus granting concurrent updating. 
We will finish our analysis of the scheme with jome critical remarks using a 
catalogue d pyopertie:; of a ‘good’ solution given by Ellis [2]. The model is 
homogf neons (all managers have essentially identical control programs), speed 
independent, deadlockfree, consistent, functional (in applications there are no 
restrictions concerning data arid functions). 
The model is, however, not free from critical blocking. Even for two managers this 
can be shown easily. Let ;’ := (a, b), N = {(a, b), (6, a}}. In case both have sent au 
st to each other the current marking is M where 
= (a, b) + (b, a}. So we observe a double activatio 
Ercz twice, for the follower marking 
‘(ACK-) = (a, b> i (6, a} hold::. No updating can be performed before at least one 
in par-sive. If under transition 6 fires twice for the follower 
, no updating can be performed before 
passive. Because this double firing of transition 5 or 6 can be 
rmediate updating, the possibility of critical blocking has to 
en imto account t this drallvback can be eliminated by adding mechanisms 
orem 4.3 deadlock freeness is guaran- 
. Let, 
\rr we 
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assume b abandoning its r est in favour of a by ansition 5. Then the curre 
marking is M’” where “‘CACK + ) = (a. h), 
a). If now a does not send (b, a> back to b, by firing t 
-, b starves. In case of a crash of manager a the syst 
violation of partial operability. 
We have presented a new technique for modelling organizational systems which 
adds to the descriptive and snalytical power of PF:ri nets a new dimension: the formal 
treatment of individuals and their changing properties and relations. The technique 
provides a whole spectrum of degrees of abstraction such that the user is no longer 
forced to deal with larger systems at an unacceptable level of detail as it could happen 
with ordinary Petri nets. Aspects of the modelled systems which dre uf no immediate 
concern can be transferred into parameters as, e.g., the actual number of identical 
components ruled by an organizational scheme. 
The step from ordinary Petri nets to our predicate,/transition-nets was strongly 
influenced by the development leading from propositional to first-order predicate 
logic (which is an integral part of our language about systems due to the notion of 
facts). Accordingly, the linear-algebraic techniclues for analyzing Petri nets were 
raised to the new level by means of integer functions generalizing the integers. 
Within the development of the General Net Theory of processes and systems, the 
purpose of our work jis to connect the conceptual and mathematical foundations of 
the Fheory closer to the levels of practical systems organization. We hope that we 
have achieved some progress in this direction. 
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